
New Full Digital

Communicating for impact
Using your influence to obtain results

Online

Duración : 14 horas Ref. : 8541EN

Precio 1er inscrito : 990,00 € IVA exento
2º inscrito y sucesivos 792,00 € IVA exento
Bonificable por asistente: 182,00 €

Precio In-Company : 4.860,00 € IVA exento
Bonificable por grupo de 10 asistentes: 1.820,00 €

Be clear, be heard, go beyond and get results!

The main aim of this training program is to enable the attendee to learn a variety of skills associated with effective
communication. 

It initially focuses on the attendee and leads them to uncover their personal style before applying it to specific
interactive skills that will help them evolve into a better communicator. 

The course places great value on establishing and maintaining strong relationships  and handling several types of
communication pressures.

 Formación presencial o virtual, en directo con el formador
Objetivos de la formación

Find out about your existing communication style so that you can use and adapt it to communicate more
effectively.
Use open and assertive communication.
How to influence others more positively and effectively.
Strategically manage difficult conversations and offer productive feedback.

Dirigido a:

Communicating with Impact is a mix of fundamental skills needed for both our professional and personal life. If you
want to communicate effectively and honestly, then this session will provide you with the right tools and techniques.

Individual contributors, team leaders, supervisors...

Contenido

Engaging Your Personal Qualities

Being aware of your strengths and areas for development.



Personal communication Style.
Values Beliefs.
Goal Setting Theory.

Developing Effective Relationships

Assertiveness & Saying No.
Influencing Colleagues.
Influencing Upward.

Situational Agility

Adopting the right attitude with life positions.
Understanding by Listening Sincerely.
Truthful communication.
Giving a difficult message or constructive feedback step by step.
Feedback.
Managing Adversity and Confrontation.
DESC tool.
The AID Tool.

This training program is made up of 3 Instructor Led workshops (ILW) and Self-directed Activities (SDA) parts. We
recommend activities be organised within a week.

For in-house training, let us know your specific preferences.

Beneficios adicionales

Pre and Post Self-assessment to personalize the program and visualize progress.
+9h of online instructor-led training and workshop activity with simulations and exercises.
+4h of individual work to further explore concepts and prepare case studies for practicing.
An assertiveness assessment and life position questionnaire to understand communication styles and positions.
Downloadable course workbook that includes post-course application guide for line managers and for participants.
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